Remote Data Terminal
for the Time Sharing
Computer User
The Executerm I has been designed and engineered for
rapid interactive communication as a remote terminal.
It offers communications flexibi-lity as versatile as the
computer and is an attractive alternative t o the slow,
noisy, mechanical units previously used.
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1. Non-Destructive Cursor. The cursor may be
moved back and forth over existing characters on the
screen without changing the content or format on the
screen.

2. Parity Check. Even parity is checked on incoming characters and generated on outgoing characters.
I f a character is received with incorrect parity, a
special symbol is displayed in its place on the screen.
3. Horizontal Tabulation. Four fixed TAB stops
are pre-wired into the logic for columns 8, 16, 24, and
32. When a horizontal TAB character is detected the
cursor will index to the next fixed TAB position and
stop. The next character received will be displayed in
that location. Sequential horizontal TAB characters
will cause the cursor to move to each successive TAB
location.
4. Page Roll. When selected, the Page Roll switch
enables an automatic roll feature which keeps the
bottom of the page open for continuous data entry.
The roll action takes place if the internal data buffer
is filled or if a sixteenth line is attempted. All characters on the display move upward one or more lines
until the first carriage RETURN is encountered. The
ed up to that point are
characte
lost.
When page roll is not selected, ~ncomingdata is
lost after the buffer is filled or if 15 lines have been
displayed. The computer can cause data to be overwritten starting at the top of the screen or can cause
the current page to be erased and a new page to be
started by sending the appropriate control codes.

5. Conversation Mode. When the conversation
mode is selected by the operator, a character is transmitted to the computer and screen immediately after
depressing a key on the keyboard. Buffering of characters in the terminal is only for display regeneration.
6. Edit Mode. When the edit mode is selected by
the operator, characters are displayed on the screen
as they are entered via the keyboard or the computer.
No characters are transmitted to the computer until
the "SEND" key is depressed. This mode allows visual
inspection and modification of the data prior to transmission.
When the "SEND" key is depressed, the data,
starting with the first line of the page and terminating
with the cursor location, is transmitted as a mess
to the computer.

7. Word Blinking. A special control character
when placed before a group of characters will cause
that group of characters to blink two times a second.
This control character may be input through the keyboard or sent to the terminal via the communication
line.
8. Repeat Function. When any key on the keyboard
is depressed, a single character is generated. If the
key is held down for a period exceeding one second,
a string of characters is generated at a rate of eight
per second. Thus, rapid cursor motion, space insertion, etc., is achieved.

9. Automatic Line Advance. If a carriage return is
not sent before the 40th character of any given line is
displayed, the Executerm will automatically perform
the carriage return function.

1. -~ckspace. The cursor is moved left one character position. The REPEAT function can be used for
multiple character slewing. The cursor "ends around"
by moving from the first character position of present
line t o the last character position of the previous line.
Characters on the screen remain unchanged.

2. Forward Space. The cursor is moved right one
character position. The REPEAT function can be used
for multiple character slewing. The cursor "ends
around" by moving from the last character position
of the present line to the first character position of
the next line. Characters on the screen remain unchanged.
3. Start of Page. Cursor i s moved t o t h e f i r s t
character position of the first line of the display. Characters on the screen remain unchanged.
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1. Character Delete. The character at the present
cursor position is deleted and the following characters
on that line move left one character position to fill in
the void created by the deleted character.

2. Character Insert. A space character is inserted
to left of the character indicated by the present cursor
position, and the following characters on that line
move right one character position t o accommodate
the inserted space.

3. Character Replace.The character at the present
cursor position is replaced by the inputted character.
The cursor is moved right one character position.
4. Clear Page. The entire display and buffer are
cleared and the cursor is moved to the first character
position of the first line of the display.
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buffering and display. Besides providing a visual error
check on data transmission, the Echo Mode has other
special uses in- special time sharing systems.

2. Acoustical Coupler - compatible with Western
Electric 103A, E or G data Sets - (terminal must originate call).
3. Modem - Compatible with Western Electric
103A, E or G data sets, (Terminal must originate call.)
Will connect by wire t o Bell System Data Access Arrangement data coupling unit (F-581 l 8 o r F-57951).

4. Modem - Compatible with Western Electric
103F [or equivalent) private line data set. Will operate
in originate mode and connect directly to the transmission circuits (2 or 4 wire).
5. Data Set interface for Western Electric202 C/D
series data sets (or equivalent) per EIA-RS232B specification,
6. Modem -- Compatible with Western Electric
Co. 2-02 C/D (or equivalent) data sets. Will connect
via wire to either the Bell System Data Access Arrangement data coupling unit or directly to either a
two or four wire transmission circuit (private line
operation).
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